Dear Department of Medicine Faculty and Fellows,

We want to share our excellent results from the Fellowship match with you. Our internal medicine residents matched at highly competitive programs throughout the country. This is a major milestone in their careers and reflects years of hard work. Please congratulate them on all their success. We thank you as mentors for your incredible support of our residents.

Sincerely,

Aashish Didwania

Allergy and Immunology
Sylvia Li – Northwestern University

Cardiology
Basel Allaw – University of Chicago Northshore
Liz Cabrera – University of Chicago
Jack Goergen – University of Southern California
Nick Grewal – Rush University
Andrew Gustafson – Baylor College/Texas Heart Inst
Kipp Johnson* – Northwestern University
Bianca Lavelle – University of California, Los Angeles
Priya Mehta – University of Michigan
Ruchi Patel – Northwestern University
Anthony Pensa – Northwestern University
Joshua Sink – Duke University
Katee Trinh – Stanford University
Eric Yang* – Northwestern University

Rheumatology
Olive Osaghae – Northwestern University

Sleep Medicine
Laura Donahue – Northwestern University

Gastroenterology & Hepatology
Abdul Ahmed – Cleveland Clinic
Yalda Dehghan- Northwestern University
Previn Ganesan – Stanford University
Nisha Ganesh – University of Washington
Rachel Hoffman – University of Colorado
Tassiana Maloof – Ohio State
Emma Rosenbluth – Univ. of Southern California
Jeffrey Than – Northwestern University

Hematology & Oncology
Danielle Dressler – Vanderbilt University
Jeff Fuchs – Northwestern University
Joseph Fuchs – Northwestern University
Manuel Fernandez - University of Washington
Max Kelsten – Northwestern University

Pulmonary & Critical Care
Remy Bremmer – University of Pennsylvania
Jakub Glowala – Northwestern University
Ali Hammoud – University of Chicago
Benjamin Ulrich* – Northwestern University

*Physician Scientist Training Program  PSTP